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This is the Tamil song for Manobala movie titled Angaadiyattam released on 19 August
2016 starring Nandana Kumar, Atharvaa, Nithya Menen in the lead roles. The song
composed by Harris Jayaraj and written by Vairamuthu in the film is sung by Karthik
and released by T-Series. This film is directed by V.J.and produced by Mega Creations
and Guru Thottumkal Productions. The film released in India on 19 August 2016 as a
Diwali blockbuster film. The movie was opened to positive reviews and ran for 100
days in cinema halls. In the last week of October 2016, reruns of the same movie
started airing on Zee TV and Zee Cinema channels with 30 min. length. The title of the
movie is slightly changed from Angaadiyattam to Angaadiyil. Nandana Kumar is
playing the lead role of Indra in the film. Atharvaa, Thakkali, Nithya Menen, VJ
Sreekantan and Manobala are playing supporting roles in the film. The story of the
film is about the legend of Lord Vishnu's consort (who is also a woman) named Devi.
The movie has been introduced with the editorials "Uthukkulangara from United
Media House" and "Love all - Hate none" from a retired judge Sharat Chandra Das.
The movie also has a love story. The film also stars Jayam Konda and Bharat Kalyan in
supporting roles. In the end of the movie, Devi becomes the first woman god.
Madhuranthi has done the background score of the film. The film became a
blockbuster at the box office. The film is said to be the first film to start a new trend of
animated romantic comedy. This film is based on the multi-starrer Tamil film Soori
starring Samuthirakani. Tamil song download for free adhinayaka vinnam Malayalam
serial title song inspired from this song. Asianet hd theme music by shweta mohan use
headphones for the best experienc hd. Download all. The movie music was composed
by Harris Jayaraj and the
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